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From: William Ward
To: Anthony Kirkwood; Chris Wolf; Christine Hite; Jonathan Rivera; M. Ellen Poteat;
Tammy Croote; Tim Harris; William Petersen
Date: 1/10/05 2:43PM
Subject: Re: GL fees - 170 vs. 171?

I can provide some more background on both issues.

170 v. 171: The GL fee is a 170 fee because it is not an annual fee exactly. An annual fee applies to
items reviewed and approved, where the annual fee becomes the financial support for ongoing
maintenance (amendments, inspection, etc.) by NRC towards that license/certificate, etc. In the case of
the GL fee, it is only annual because IOCFR31 .5(c)(13)(ii) says that the GL will register the devices
annually. If we rewrote 31.5 to say biannually, it would be a biannual fee. In effect, we control the
frequency because the same paragraph says the registration Is done in response to a request by NRC.
The fee is due upon registration, thus a registration fee and not an annual fee. Of course, if we don't send
the registrations out annually, we don't receive the fees annually. In conversations with Chris Hite, we
decided that the fee Is an all or nothing, at least for now. If a registration (sent because we believe that a
registrable device is possessed by a recipient) Is returned corrected, with no registrable devices currently
with the recipient we contacted, then they don't owe a fee.

Budget: The budget was based on 3,000 paying registrants (our best estimate of the population at the
time, considering our round one response rate). I've attached the spreadsheet Binesh and I created to
work out a number two years ago. I know that OCFO took this and determined the final $620
number(reduced to $610 on a % basis this year). I also think that those involved in OCFO two years ago
have retired (lucky them...). I don't know how they made their final determination, but it evolved from this
spreadsheet.

Bill

>>> Tammy Croote 01/10/05 01:34PM >>>
Thanks for the Input. I've spoken to some folks here and don't believe that changing the GL fee to a Part
171 annual fee will work for a number of reasons, such as that we treat annual fees differently in terms of
billing, tracking, pro-rating, etc.

I do have another question for the GL program folks. Are the budgeted resources in FY05 for the GL
program intended to support the approx. 1,327 'registrable GLs' + exempted GLs in FY05, or are the
budgeted resources for your program intended to support a significantly larger number of GLs but many
GLs just don't register? E.g., do you spend a fair amount of resources on sending notices to GLs that
never respond, or are most of the resources in this program associated associated with the approx. 1,300
+ exempted GLs that are actually registered?

>>> Anthony Kirkwood 01/10105 01:16PM >>>
Tammy,

The only difference I see is that Part 171 appears to be all holders of specific licenses whereas Part 170
appears to be broader. Perhaps Brenda Brown in Fees or some of the folks who were around when the
decision was made have more insights. Jonathan Rivera will be back later this week.

Tony

Anthony S. Kirkwood, Health Physicist
NRC/NMSS/IMNS/MSIB-A
MS: T8F3, RM: T8F16
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>>> Tammy Croote 01/1 0/05 12:05PM»>>
Do you know why the GL fee, as it is currently established, Is a Part 170'registration' fee that needs to be
paid annually, vs. a Part 171 annual fee? This has implications for fee relief for GLs.

The proposed FY05 fee (under Part 170) for GLs Is $1,500, up from $610. We offer reduced fees of
$2,500 for small entities, or $500 for 'very small' entities--but only for Part 171 annual fees, not Part 170
fees. If we switched the fees for GLs from a Part 170 'registration' fee to a Part 171 'annual' fee, those
that qualify as 'very small' entities could pay the reduced fee of $500 instead of $1,500.

Thanks,

Tammy

CC: CC: Brenda Brown; Rosalyn Jones; William Blaney



FY '02 FY '03 FY '04 I FY '05 Avg. FY '03-'05 Explanation
GLTS Operations $590,000 $790,000 $790,0001 $790,000 $790,000 Operations budget
% of operations that are fee billable 50% 50% 40% 30% 40% % of budget allocated to registrations
GLTS Operations - fee billable $236,000 $395,000 $316,000 $237,000 $316,000 Dollar amount allocated to registrations

Approximately half of the contract dollars go
into issuing, uploading, and following up on
registrations. The contract dollars allocated
to issuing and uploading registrations should
begin to decrease in FY04 and assume a
steady state of 30% in FY05 and beyond

I_ _because of the online registration system.

GLTS Maintenance $125,000 $125,000 $125,000 $125,000 $125,000 Maintenance budget
% of maintenance that are fee billable 90% 25% 75% 75% 58% % of budget allocated to registrations
GLTS Maintenance - fee billable $112,500 $31,250 $93,750 $93,750 $72,917 Dollar amount allocated to registrations

In FY03 only minor enhancements to
improve creation and tracking of registrations
will occur. In FY04 and 05 the NRC will
begin an online registration system.

Sum of costs $348,500 $426,250 $409,750 $330,750 $388,917 registrations

HQ FTE 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Budgeted FTE in HQ
HQ FTE fee billable 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.7 FTE in HQ allocated to registrations
Regional FTE 7.01 5.51 4.01 4.01 4.5 Budgeted FTE in Regions
Regional FTE (follow-up) 6.0 4.5 3.0 3.0 3.5 FTE in Regions allocated to registrations

Total GLTS FTE 7.0 5.5 5.0 5.0 5.2 Total FTE allocated to registrations
Cost of GLTS FTE $1,780,128 $1,398,672 $1,271,520 $1,271,520 $1,313,904 FTE dollars allocated to registrations

Total fee billable GLTS costs $2,128,628 $1,824,922 $1,681,270 $1,602,270 $1,702,821 Total dollars allocated to registrations

New annual registration fee per GL based on
GLTS Fee $608 $560 $534 $568 total dollars allocated divided by number of

registrants.
Previous Fee $450 $450 $4501 $450 Current Fee
% Fee Change 35%I 25%! 19% 26% % difference between new and current fee

I
Cost per hour of FTE
hours/yr FTE
Cost per vear of FTE

$144
1766

$254,304
3,000

Ii
(Number of registerable GLs



FY'02 I FY'03 I FY '04 | FY'05 I Avg. FY '03-'05 Explanation
GLTS Operations $590,0001 $790,0001 $790,0001 $790,0001 $790,000 Operations budget

% of budget allocated to
% of operations that are fee billable 50% 50% 40% 30% 40% registrations

Dollar amount allocated to
GLTS Operations - fee billable $236,000 $395,000 $316,000 $237,000 $316,000 registrations

GLTS Maintenance $125,000 $125,000 $125,000 $125,000 $125,000 Maintenance budget
% of budget allocated to

% of maintenance that are fee billable 90% 25% 75% 75% 58% registrations
Dollar amount allocated to

GLTS Maintenance - fee billable $112,500 $31,250 $93,750 $93,750 $72,917 registrations
In FY03 only minor enhancements
to improve creation and tracking of
registrations will occur. In FY04
and 05 the NRC will begin an
online registration system.

Total contract dollars allocated to
Sum of costs $348,500 $426,250 $409,750 $330,750 $388,917 registrations

HQ FTE 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Budgeted FTE in HQ
HQ FTE fee billable 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.7 registrations
Regional FTE 7.01 5.51 4.01 4.01 4.5 Budgeted FTE in Regions

FTE in Regions allocated to
Regional FTE (follow-up) 6.0 4.5 3.0 3.0 3.5 registrations

Total GLTS FTE 7.01 5.51 5.01 5.01 5.2 Total FTE allocated to registrations

r


